SUN SYSTEM ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
株式会社サンシステムエンジニアリング
①Visitors can change cutﬁt to a character.

②Make your booth game supported.

③10 minutes easy set-up from installation to running

A character moves and dances corresponding to a body movement.
●

As the visitors standing in front of the camera (Kinect) move, The character's image in the front screen moves
corresponding to it as if they have entered into the character.

●

Transform to another character by special posing.

●

It comes with smiles and an excitement of visitors. It's also greatly cost-eﬀective to the organize.

The "balloon breaking" game is pre - installed and ready to play.

We can create a new
character for this system.
● After visitors act like a character and play the "balloon breaking" game, the score board shows up and if you ranks in
Please contact us.
the top 10 places, the ranking with mug shots will appear.
●

The great eﬀect on promotion by the end of game.

It's been greatly utilized as "a tool in attracting guests." to advertise goods and tourism.
Narikiri Sudachi-kun,
● There are already many examples:
the mascot of Tokushima
ASTY Tokushima, event of Tokushima prefectural workers union, 50th Anniversary event in service between Tokushima
Prefecture
and Tokyo at Tokushima Airport, and TOKUSHIMA BUNKANOMORI PARK, campaign to study traﬃc rules,
Asutamuland Tokushima, events in summer vacation.
These examples are available on the website. http://www.3system.info/ds/
●

Mobile easily, able to set-up quickly.
●

It is all-in-one system of a integrated cubic box, a camera and a projection system.

●

It's easy to carry around with casters.

Size: 355(D)×355(W)×455(H) Weight: 15kg
※Please prepare the screen on your own.

SUN SYSTEM ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
【Address】3 - 6 - 42, Kitayasocho,
Tokushima - shi, Tokushima,
770 - 0006, Japan
【 P h o n e 】＋81- 88 - 633 - 3332

We develop a system combine
a better hardware with
a better software keeping in mind
the corporate identity of
"Innovation for Tomorrow" as a motto.

【 F a x 】＋81- 88 - 633 - 3638
【Contact】Katsuhito Kusumoto
Please contact us via phone or fax.
●Aﬃliated company: SUN Electronic Industries Corp.
http://www.sund.co.jp
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